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THE DEPENDA BILITY SERVA TION STA TEM ENTS1

Stephen NorriS
Illinois Rational Thinkinig Projt;ct
Bureau of Educational Research

Un iversit y of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Observatiop statements report the results 'of observations, Observ-a-

tions play prom ientibles in many Situations and in many occupations.

The following suggevst the diversity of situations and occupations in which

'observatiOns play a major part . In order to be an accomplished detective,

Sherlock Holmes devoted ,much effort to sharpening his powers of observa-

tion In atteMpting to determine the guilt or innocence Of .defendants,

;

courts place much weight on the observations of eye-witnesses. 2 In

'httempting to teach students -somt- things atxmt the scientific method ,
a

science teachers often begin by telling their students that d'ependable

observation is part of the foundation '.of all scientific knowledge. 3.

Because of the importance of observation in situations such AS those

mentioned above and in many other tykes of situations, people are often

called upon to decide whether to accept or to reject observation state-

ments. .In many of these situations, individuals, make correct decisiOns by

using t(heir own experience as a guide. More syAtematic and general

gu.idance than .that received from one's own experience is, however, not

readily available. Such general and systematic guidance would rely upon

the, accumulated experience of. human beingA in dealing with, situations in

I thank Paul Baker, Constarrce Civeny,, Robert 'Ennis, Ernest Kahane,
Ralph Page,. Bruce Stewart, Thomas Tomko, and Frances Wagner for their
ccenments and. suggestions.
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which observation statements needed to be judged: If such guidance were

1 available, it plight to be a useful ai in correctly assessing observation

statements.

Guidance of this sort is available, but not readily so. Principles for

ju'Oging- observation statements 13ased upon cthituries of judicial practice,
sCientific practite, 'and experience in everyday affairs are followed in many

fields..___It_these_principles-were-sfystematized-,they-could presumably,

form the basis for some school curriculum. Then, when faced with impor-

tant decisions about Ihe.accePtance. or rejection of .observation statements, .

the people taught wo-uld.,.have some critieria to apply in making sound

judgments.

The major purpos of this., paper is to present a systematic set of
general prinHples for assessibi3Observation statements. ,For many ,of the

principles I will illustrate their, apPlication by examining particular cases. I
will illustrate exCeptions -to the principles and urge that the effect each

principle is to haVe on judgments in particular -situAions must be decided

by taking into -accbunt the idiosyncrasies of those sittions. Application

of the principles requires judgment and flexibility. I will stress these
requirements throughout the paper.

OBSERVATION STATEMEN'T'S
1

4

In this section I will give some critieria which an serve as useful
aids in disinguishing observation statements from Other kinds of state-

v'

ments.4 I will begin by .giving some examples of statements which I con-

sider to be observation statements. I will then discuss the features of

those statement which could be used to identify them in this way.5

1



, In tl'ie following situations, as I am thinking of them, 'the people

.would b1( making observation statements.. A child countsi the number of

lines in./a poem and sayS to her teacher, "This poem has fOurteeen

Whit driving Irour car you look at the fuel gauge and say., "The tank is

half (01." Some lights go out in your house. You check the fuse box

and say, pointing to a particular fuse, "That fuse is blown." A physicist

looks at an ammeter on her laboratory desk and says, "The current in the

wire is five amps."

I say "as I am thinking of them" in the first sentence of . the last

paragraph because if someone were to make certain assumptions about the%

situations that I have not made, then that person might 'judge correctly,

given those assumptions , that the statements .are not observation state-

ments. For example, in the blown-fuse situation, suppose tihat you, the

person who stated the ft e is blown, had never before seen a blown fuse.

Suppose, in- addition, that the reasoning that preceded your statement

went like this: "Most of the eight fuses in this box look very similar to

each other. There i one fuse that does look different from the others

though. The glass cover4appears blackened by some substance. Also;,

there is no silver wire inside this fuse but there is one inside each of the
f

others." In such a case, according to the manner in which I want ,to use

the term 'observation statement', your statement that the fuse is blown

would nolk be 'an observation statement but cather an inference based upon

the statements that were made prior to it. These prior statements would

be observation statents'. :
To illustrate how one might decide which of the above statements are

\tobservation statements 1 will discuss some of the charact ristics of obser-

vation statemerits, as I conceive of them, which distinguish them from
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-other ty47s of statements-. 6 --As I will how, tO diStinguiSh a -statement as

an observation, statement requires taking into consideration each of the

characterienies which I will discuss is well as th.c feattires of the situation

in which the statement was made.

In he situations in which they are made, observation statements are

characterized by: a

A. being closely dependent upon the huma-n-senses or,-other sensory
apparatus. 4

By It other ses,!;ory apparatus" I am referring to such devices as ther-

mometers, tire preostire gauges, light meters on cameras, and sound inten-
Sity metei-s, whic'h are often used to make observations that could not be

made vAth the human senses alone. Such devices are often called "exten-
,

sions to the senses", a- descriptkon which suggests that ,their function in

making observations is similar to that of the human senses.

Characteristic A is, I believe, an essential characteristic of o.bserva-

Hon' statements. In the situations -in which I have imagined the following

statements being made, .they woul/not be observation statements because

they do not depend closely upon the senses:, "One should not make prom-

ise§ one does not inten'd to keep"; "The square root of nine is three"; and

/Water freezes at zyro degreeis celsius/N

One-might ibe able to imagine situations different from the ones I have

imagined in which the above statemen-ts would be closely dc/I3endent upon

, the senses. For example, h up po se a person did not know-t hat defini-/
tion the freezing point of water is zero degrees celsius. Such a person

might set out to determine the temperature at which water freezes by

meaeurinit.the temperature with thermometer. If 'a person cooled some .

water until it began to freeze, read the thermometer immersed in it, and

concluded from the temperature, "Water freezes t zero degree4 celsius",

6
/F.
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then that. statment woLild be closely dependent upon the senses of thif

sPeaker in this situation, and would thus possess the essential charac-
)

teristic A of observation statements. Judging whOher the'statement is

indeed an observation statement would requirt; taking other chaeacteristics,

which I will discuss presently, into account. My intention in considering

this hypothetical cX is to emphasize what I have previously stated:,

judging-correcay-vihether-or-not--a-statement-is-an--observatfon Aarement

uSuallx requirr one to take into considgr'ation the features of the.- situakion--

in which the statement was made.? In the exarnpl.,. just discussed the

speaker's background knowledge about the celsius emperature scale is a

feature of 'the situation to take into account in jil.Q4ing whether the state-
.ment is an observation statement. I say "usually" in the underlined part

of the srtence above because I cannot imagine any situation haviong

tu.Kes stA that certain-statements woHld be obServation statements. Here

is an example of such a_ statement:

does not intend to keep." I cannot ima, ne any situation in which that

statement would be an observation statement. The discussion .which follows

"One simuld not make -promises one

of characteristic B should make clear the reasons why I cannot imagine

(this. The statement does not have characteristic B. In fact , the- other

two statements, "The square root of nine is three" and "Water freezes at
f
zero degrees celsius", Also do not have characteristic B.

Some people might also be puzzled about khat is actually being ob-.
served when some sensory device other than one of the human senses is

used t.o make an observation. 8 For example, if a thermometer is used to

measure the temperature of water, a person might claim that what is being

observed when someone reads the thermometer is the height of the column



of liquid in the thermometer and not the temperature of the. water. . The

critic might then conclude that the statement "The water is ten degrees
celsius" would not be an observation statement in such, a situation.
Rather, it would be a conclusion based upon the observation statement

"The_ column of liquid has risen as far as ten on the scale." Since some of
the characterisfics of observation statements which I have yet to treat will
help me deal with this problem more effectively, I will defer discussing it
until I have disCussed those .characteristics.

In the situations in which they are mvie, observalion statements are
characterIzed by:

B. being descriptions of some specific things that have happened orthe states in. which some specific things are.

The following statements have characteristic B in the situations in
4Which they are made. You measure the air pressure in the tires of your

ear and say, "The air pressure in the right rear /tire is twenty-five
pounds per square inch." A student is cdnducting a chemistry experiment
and is watching what happens as he or she adds one liquid to another.
The student says, "The colour of the mixture just turned pink." A me-

cfranic has examined yotir car and sayS to you, "The flexible hose leading
to one of your car's brakes has deep cracks in it." A psychologist gives
a person an IQ test, scores the test .and sayS, "The person received a
score of 96 orathe test.%

'Characteristic B limits the form that observation statements can take.
Statements whicii, arti not descriptions of some specific state of affairs in
the world. are disqualified fr'om being observation statements. For exiam7

pie, I _cannot imagine a situation in which the statement "All matter is
k-

c om po s e d of 'atoms" would be used to describe some specific thing.
Rather, it desp-ibes some things in general, all pieces of matter. Thus, it'
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is ri't an obsrvation statement. As another example, the statement "Kil-

ling is wrong" Would not be an observation +iternent in any situaton in
1 .

which I can imagine it being made. I cannot coneeive its being used to

dOscribe something.

A statement's having acteristic B, or any other of the character- ,at

istics of observation sta ements that I discuss itl this paper, does not

gOaranteeth4t-th statement is an observatioix statement* The' following

examiple illustrates this fact. In the example I give a statement that has

characteristic 13 and show that it is not necessarily hn observation state-

ment. Suppose I make the following statement: "The LiMra4y of Congress'

has a copy of ThOtncyclopaedia Britannica." If I made that statement at
1

the time I am writing this pa-per, it might be a true statement. I suspect
that i I is. If it is true, it describes the way some specific thing is; it

says that a speciftc library has a copy of a particular publication. It is
not an observation statement, however, have never been to the Library

of Congress up to the time of writing this paper and have had no. other

means of observing the books on that library's shelves. In ad-clition, no
Aone has told me that he or she has seen a copy of the BHtannica on the

shelves of the Library of Congress. So, I would no.t even be giving a

secondhand observation statement by reporting an observation that spmeone

else has made. What I would be doing is inferring from what I know about

the holdings of the Library of Congress tia, the library would have a

copy of such a famous publication as the Britannica.. In short, my state-
ment would not have characteristic A.

One cannot decide, with confidence on the basis of a statement%

having, any one of the 'characteristics that I discuss that the statement is

an observation statement. The example just discussed illustrates the

)soundness of th s caution .
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.In the situations in Which they are made, observation statements are

charactelized by:

C. being made by speakers who Offer as the primary support for
the statements the 'events or things which stimulated their mak-
ing Aloe Ktatements in- the first place.

This characteristic illustrates *rat observation staternents.are basic to

our knowledge of the world. When people make observation statements

thety usually do not go through prior line, of ksasoning upon which Ahe

statements are based. For example, the driyer of a.car usually does not

go thrbuiih a line of reasoning leading up to the statement, "There are
4

several gallons of gas in the tank." She merely looks at the fuel gauge

and utters lie statement based upon AM s,he obserVes, if, asked--by a\
passenger how she knows that there are several gallons of as in the tank,

the most appropriate response the 'driver can 'make in most circumstances

is to point to the fuel gauge that is, to ask the pasAenger to make the

Obserration himself. If the .passenger is not then convinced that there are

7 several gallons o,f gas i the tank 1)ut. -persits in his questioning, it is

likely in usual circumstances (hat, the driver will not know how to respond

further. The strongest support she has for her.statement that the' tank is

half full is the position of the fuel gauge, the thing which stimulated hear

to say that there are several gallons of gas in the tank. If-the passenger
ris not satisfied with this suilport, the driver might see no other approach

that could work.

. The discussion of the previo'us example as,sumes that the driver and

pas'senger know the meaning 01 various positions of the fuel gauge needle.
4

For most ,ileople in our soCiety these are reasonable assumptions, I believe

That' is why \I said, "in most circumstances" and "in usual circumstances"

in the last paragraph. If the passenger persists in his questioning after
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he has been shown the fuel gauge, the driver might becoine p4uzled be-

cause l\e assumes the passenger knows what the gauge readin means'.

Faced with this puzzle the driver might think either that the I

assenger

does not knoyv the Meaning of the .fuel gauge reading or that the paSsen-

ger is trying to be contentious. if he thinks theirfirst of these, t hat the

passenger does not know the meaning of the fuel, gaugle reading, the

driver, might try to explain to the passo-n-ger how the gauge works and

what various rtNidings mean . The statement "There are several gallons Of

gas in,the tank" would for such a pasenger be one that needs to be

.supported by other statements which show how the gauge dading is linked

to the amount of fuel in the tank . 'For this passenger the statement would

not be an observation statement. For this ,passenger the primary means of

supporting the statement is not pnly to point to the fuel .gauge but also to

give a line of reasoning which connects the gauge reading to the amount of

fuel in the tank. Hence, for this passenger the statement is not charac-

terized by characteristic C.:.

The above example shows that the knowled.ge of the speaker 'Who

makes a statement is one of the factors that determines whether that

statement is an obse'rvation statement. For physicists the statement "The

current in the wzipe is five amps" is usually an Observation statement.

Physicists' traihing makes them thormighly familiar with the electrical terms

'current and 'amps' and with the applicalion of these terms. Because of

this familiarity, among physicists-the primary support usually given for

the above statement is the reading on the 4al of an ammeter,, that i4, the

phenomenon. which stimulates the making of the statement. However,

among people not knowledgeable in the terms used. to describe.electrical

phenomena statements al5out the amount of current f1o7king in wires are not
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observation statem'ents, For thope peciple the pr11na ry support for such
statements is 'not the phenomena which would:is imulate a physicist' to make

. the statements. For people tt knowlecfr; )1e in the field such:phenomena
-would not be rec og hi zed as sup port . or them support woul-d have to

inclucie a list of statements whic h the meaning of the technical terms

used and which show how the lenomena observed is cOnnected to the
statement- made-.- A

a rule ot tIt'imb,. t9 get an idea- whether or notHb statement has
. 4,.. _. .

, .....characteeistic C ask t Person whomade the stateMent the folloMng:qUeS-
tion: .u/low' do yo;tf knOW?". 'For, example; -to.see41.1 t:1)e statement'
"The fuse is _blown" has1characteriStiC C ask flow, hi'ef sri-t;z,/
knows thdt tin?, fuse is blown. If in artSwer. to your questron.the SpeAker

shoWS you the blown fuse or says that he or she personally saw' that t
fise is blown, _then it is likely the statement has characteristie C. If the
speaker sa`ys something like: "Well the light's in -the living room would not
work. A note on the fuse byxs'ays which fuse cohtrols the living sroom'.
Therefore... " , then the statemen t "The fuse is blown" Probahl y does not

-,
characterisiic

Ln the situations in which they 'are made Observation' statements are'
characterized by:

D. being used as foundatiohs for knOwledge in those fields inwhich they e observation statements.9

ThiS characteristic is clokly related to characteristic C. Character-
istic C sayS that observation statements do not receive their prime support

Nin the context in which they are 'made by appeal to other statements.

Rather, they receive their prime support by appeal to the phenomena th4. ,

describe: CFraracteristic D says that Observation statements are offered as

the basic support in particular fields for stalements other than observation
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.stateMents which constitute-t e know! dge in those.lieltis. They are able.

to. be offered as bask su rt because tfi.ey have. characteristic G.-

Consider the followinii example. Statemertts about the tehdencies of
.

certain types of people t4 behave in certain ways make Up a large part of

the Imowledge of R.sychology. A -pKychologist might offer a piece of this

knowledge by stating the following "IQ scores"' corrTlate highly with school

achievemenl sc9res." The psychologist's statement is not an- observation

statement ,because it lacks some of the charactersitics of observatiotl. state-
,

mehts, in partic,ular characterisitics B- and C. However, it is based on

observation statements.)[ Observation statements like the following might be

usOci to support it: "John DOe got 120 on the Wechsler IQ 'test .ahd had a

4.0 G PA" and "Jane Doe got 135 on the WechslOr IQ test and had a 4.75

GPA." If asked to support these latter statements, the psychotogist would

likely appeal to the phenomena that the staterneLlts describe. The psycht)lo-,

gist might prociruce John's and.,Jane'S answer sheets, for exarn0e. It is

unlikely that, the psychologist would appeal to Other statements in support.

The psycholgist's means of supportin;g4te statements about John and Jane

Doe illustrates that these statement. have 'Characteristic C. The whole

example illustrates that the statements about John and Jane, having-char-

acteristic C, can be used .so that the)ft have characteristic D.

The point is that the psychologist does not consider anything more

basic to the supportof his or'her generalization about IQ and,achievement
:-

than his or her observations. A critic of this view might huggest that the

psychologist might, use some theoretical considerations to support his or

her generalization. For example, the psychologist might say the generali-

zation reached is that which one might exptct based upon certain theories"

of human nature. But then these theories themselves would have observa-

tion statements as part of their founttional support.

t
t
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. You can always .ask the questio'n "How do- you know?" -t&-a scientist

who, has made somili statement. Often that scientist will be able to support

.his or her statement with. some other statement upon which the first stMe-
,

meri,t depends for its support. However; if you then ask the scientist to

support the statement he or shel- has offered in support and continue toscio

this for every statement given in support bf other statements, you will

eventually reach statements for which the scientist will merely_point-to

some phenomena for their support. These statements which are not sup-
ported by other statements are observation statements and serve as. pat't of

the foundatiAs or basic support for the other statements in the field in

.question.

In the situations in which they are made observation statements are

characterized by:

E.. the fact that people knowledgeate in the field in question who
have made the saw observationvill quickly agree that the'
statement is true."

The qualification .tha the people making the observation be know-
.

ledgeable in the field in question is_filn important one. Consider the fol-

lowing case where the two individuals doing the observing are not both

knowledgeable in the area of concern. Suppose that one of the individuals

is an economiSt. Suppose the other is not an economist and knows very

little eConomic theory and verY little of the language economists use to
rePcytt their Observatior? 'loth individuals are examining the same .0ece

of paper which reports on the day's economic business. The economist re-

ports ,her observations in the following statement: "All major economic

indicators showed ;a decline today." The person who is not an eionornist

cannot agree or disagree with the statement btcause, having no economic
MM.

training, he does not even know what the statement means. However, had

another economist been present and had that other economist observed the



-same fhirit as- the-first economist, -.then, that -other eeohomist would hav.e

quickly agreed with the report of the first economist .

Similar situatiOns to the economic one 'des6ribed ave occur- among

people who have ito specialized training at all. Conskler the case of a

parent speaking to his child who has not yet mastered the use of much of

the language. Stippose the child uses a few nouns to identify things but

has not yet .learned.to identify colours. The pa-rent says to the)ehild,

while pointing .to an apple which they both can see, "ihe apple 'is red."

The fact that the child is not able to afiree o disagree with the statement

-her parent has made does not, in this situation, count against the state-

inbnt being an observation statement for the parent. The child, not hay-

ing mastered the use of the word 'red', cannot be expectd to agree br

disagree with the statement. However, most people who have mastered the

use of the language could assent quickly to the parent's statement, if the

statement was correct, that is. Thus the statement would usually have,

characteristic E.

At this point I am able to more completely discuss the example which

was left dangling in the section treating characteristic A. In the example

in questiorl, I raised the problem of wheth'er the statement "The. water is

ten degrees celsius" is an observation statement or whether it ifs an infer-.

ence based u9on the observation statement "The column of- liquid in the

thermometea risen to the line marked 100." The problem can be

treated by co/sidering characteristics C, D and E-of Observation state-,

ments. These characteristics focus one's attention respectively on that

which the speaker considers support for the statement, on the function of

the statement in the field of knowledge to which it belongs, and on how

other speakers might view the statement. The statement "The water is ten
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degrees Celsius" -when made in Mar

plished .speakera of the English anguage pOssesses each of these three

characteristics:

y. if not4nOst, Contexts among accoM-

A

If a ethic insisted that the statement' about the water temperature

really is an inference bs i upon the:statement about the position of the
.( .

liquid in the thermomete ,you-niight agree that* it might be an Inference.

Th.e-critie-might-say-that-ittyhis-or-her--senst-pf-the-word-'observe' a

person could not be said to observe water ttemperature but Only the height

of a column of liquid. If this is the .sense 41)f the word intended by the

critic one might ask him or her whether".orie can really observe a column of

liquid or merely a column of soMthing red inside a glass tub. Or one-

might ask the critic, whether one can really observe something red inside

the tube o'r merely some red light which appears to be emitted from some-,
thing inside the tube. Maybe the critic would want to limit even more

severely, the things we really observb. But, I belie1)-e, one mighr(ask the

critic what the point is in 'limiting in this manner the objects we can be

said to Observe. In my deings with thermometers that I can recall, the

people with whom I have dealt have not been interested in the appearance

of. red light being et-fitted from something inside a glass tube or in the

4Fight of a red column of liquid. These people at least have not spoken

of red columns of liquid or of the appearance of red light. They have

spoken of the temperature of the substance the thermometer was indicat-
.

ing.. I believe there is a point to usii-ig observe' 401 a way which allows

one to say that people observe the temperature of something in reading

thermOmeters. Part of the point is that I wish my analysis to directly

apply to the way people usually speak. The statements people usually

make when reading thermometers are statements about the temperature of
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-something not .about the, height of a column .of liquid. In..addition,_ 5tite-7

ments at.)out\ temperature r.vad from thermometers usually have spetial

status in or language, com.pared to stateme.nts about the height of the

column in thermometers. Statements about temperature, and not

statements about the height of columns of liquid, are the statements which

are usually .utied to decide upon courses of faction.. l'or eXample, if one

wants to go swimming or make yogurt .one uses information on the tempera-

ture of the water not on the height of a coliurnn of liquid to govern one's

actions.

However, one Can imagine situations in which a Otatement about the

height of the column of liquid in a thermometer might be a more approprii

ately called an observation statement than a statement about temperature.

Fhe following are examples of such situations. A person is checking the

accuracy of .a newly conStructed thermometer usitng a thermometer having a,

certain accepted accuracy. In such a case, the person migh4 reasonably

focus on the heights to which the liquid rises in each thermometer and

make observation statements abatit the heights observed. Foe the courseS

of action the person will make based-on his observations, speaking of the

height of the liquid columns is a perfectly appropriate way of speaking.

There may also be spal reasons for a person's-reporting his oliser-

vation in terms of the height of the kquid column rather than in terms of

temperature. Saying that the liqUid has reached-a certain height commits

the speaker to hording fewer things to be so than saying that the teMper-

ature of the substance is such-and-such. In 'a situation of reading a
yr'

thermometer, saying the temperature of a sursInce is such-and-such

commits one to holding two things true: (i) the temperature of the sub-
..

stance is such-and-such and (ii) the height of the liquid in the ther-
,

mometer corretsponds to that temperature. Saying that the liquid in the,

4,"
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thermometer ha% reahed a certain height loes not commit one to holding

(i) above. One .can be fairly certain that ht thermometvr iS inaccurate to

some degree. Ilectc'e, the thermometer readifig will not corresppnd pre-,

cisely to the temperature of the substance being measured.. III a sit,uation

in which knowing the temperature ;/to a more -tcc..urate degree titan is
.

sible u t.ging the thermometer availdble desira )le , one might speak of the

height of the liquid column to- avoid deciding on courSes,of action based on

inadequate information. In strch a situatiOn, it might he useful to think of

statements about temperature to be dependent upon .statements about the

height of the liquid columns. In such a situation the statements about.
*v.

temperature would riot have characteristic.s C and .D and thus Would not be

observation statements.
.

Statements that have the- live characteri*stics I have described haVe a

special stattis in our language. -Such statements are among the most

reliable statements tha-t w make about the world. They tend to provide

reliable guides to. action. Also, because observatien statements so picked

out serveP as the basfs .for much of our other knowledge, the reliability of

this other knowledge tends to be limited by the reliability of these state- ,

ments. A statement in most cases,11 cannot be more reliable than the

statements upon which it is. based. Because of thee limiting effect the
a

reliability of observation statement's has on the reliability of other state-
/

mentS upon which we 4Iepentl, concentrating on increasing the reliability of

observation statements, and also concentratinA on the_ nature of observa-

tion statements,- is an important and useful thing to do.

In summary, the distinction I wish to draw between observatiOn
,

statements and other kinds of statements can be made only by attencifrig to

many of the ivatures of the situations in whith the statements are .rnatie.

..



The eOndence of the statements upon the senses, the descriptiv-eness-o
I.

.

the tateMents, thd speakirs background knowledge, the function of t

istat Mehts as the bash.' of other statements, and the degree to which t

sta ements draw quick assent features which must be considered.

DiStinKuishing: in thisirway certain statements as observation statements is
s---

u eful because dbing so in particular situations often points to the 'state-

thents in those situatons which are the !lost reliable. This last charatter-
.

istic of observation statements, their reliability, will be the focus of a

large Part of the remainder of this paper.

The following characteristics of observation statements which I have

discussed in this sectioq are useful in distinguishing them froni other

types of.statements,.. In the situations in which they are made, observ.a-

tion statements are characterized:

iA. by being dosel dependent upon the human sense

sensory apparatus;

r other

B. by being descriptions .of sOme specific things that have hap-
'N

pened, or the states in which some Opecific things are;

C. .bY being made by speakers -who offer as 'the primary support

for the statements the ev'ents or things which stimulated their

making ale statements in the first place;

D. by being used as the foundations for knowledge in those fields

in ,wNich they are observation statements;

and E. by the fact that people knowledgeable in the field in queetiOri.'

who lave made the same observations -will qUicklY agree that te

statements are true.
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PRINCIPLES JUDGING THE
R'ElilABILITY OE OBSERVATION .TATEMENTS

The list df principles which I present here is based upon a list pr(0-

sented by. Robert Enn1s. 12, Both Ennis and I intend the principles to be

guides in judging the reliability of observation statements. They can be

thought of as facto93 to Consider in maing a judgment of reliability.

The principles con.c.ern two main toptcs:_ (i). the comparativ_e_reliabil-/-
ity of observation statements and inferences based upon them, and (ii)

factors affecting the reliabilitY of observation statements. The principles
.vs

dealing with the factors affecting the reliability of observ!irion statements

concern three main areas: the observer, the observation conditions, and

the observation statement. -

\

.'Here are the principles:

14)ic I. The comparative reliability of ob.rvation statements and
inferences based upon them

"ropic II.

1.1 Obser ,ation statements tend to be more reliable t,ha.n
inferences based upon them.

L.

Factors affecting the reliability of observation statements

Area 11.1 An observationstatement tends to be reliable to
the extent tfw.t.thie observer:

does not allow his or her emotions to interfere
with his or her making sound judgments;

II.1.2 is alert to the sittiation and gives his o7 her
statement careful consideration;

11.1.3 has no conflict of interest;

11.1.4 is skilled at observing the sort of thing
observed;

11.1.5 has a theoretical understanding.9f .the thing
observed;
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11.1.6 has senses that. function normally;
,

11.1.7 has a reputatio)n or being honest and.correct.;
i .

11.1.8 uses aS precise a technique .4ts is appropriate;

11.1.9 is skilled in the .techk)que being 'used;

and 11.1.10 .halno preconceived notions about the way
the observ*tion. will turn out;

Area 11.2 and to the extent that the observation conditions:

1-121provide--asatkfactory medium of observation;

and 11.2.2 give the observer good access to tile thing
observed.

(If in gaining ac.cess some instrument' is used,
then the statement tends to be reliable to the
extent that the instrument:

11.2.2a has suitable precision)

II.2.2b has a suitable range of appliction;'

II.2.2c is of good quality;

II.2.2d works in a way that is well understood;

and 11.2.2e ,is in good working condition.)

Area 11.3 and to the 'extent that the observation statement:
<11.3.1 commits the, speaker to holding a small number

of things to be true;

11.3.2 is corroborated;

11.3.3 is no more precise than-can be justified by
the obser:vation* technique being used; .

11.3.4 is made close to the time of the observation;

11.3.5 is made by the person who made the observa-
tion;

.11.3.6 is strongly believed to be corroboratable by
the person making it;

11.3.7 does not conflict with other statements for which
good reasons can be given;
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and 11,3,8 is- based upon a reliable rectird,'il-it -is based
.0 pn a record.

(If it is based upon \a reCord, then'th state-
. ment tends to _be reliable, to the extent that .

the record;

If. 3.8a was made close tp the tim the
observation;'

II.3.813 was made by the person who made
the observation; 4

II.3.8c comes from a source having, a good (-

reputation for making correct
fr,recorols;

and II.3.8d is believed by the person making the
statement to be correct.)

.Two aspects of the wording of the principles needs to be explained. I

used "tehds to be reliable" and "tend to be more reliable" because al-
e

though the princIpleg are very genef-al they do have exceptions. For

example; although observation statements tend to be more reliable than

inferences based upon them, they are not always mare reliable. The fol-

lowing is an 'example in which the inference is more reliable than the

Observation statement upon ,which it is based. Suppose that after the

ballots had been counted in the election of the mayor for a certain small

town having 250 eligible voters the number of votes received by each

candidate was reported in the following observation statements by the

person who had counted them: "Candidate A received 176 votes" and

"Candidate 13 received- 62 votes. " Based upon these statements the follow-.

ing is inferred: "Candidate A received the majority of the votes cast." I

believe that the inference in this case is more reliable than either of the

observation statements upon which it is based. I am lad to this belief by

my knowledge of the running of elections. It is not uncommon in elections

for the counting of ballots' to be slightly inaccurate. This is the reason

for candidates' asking f
o

recounts when the reported results are clbse.
/r

ar



-While- 'close' is a loose word- in does not refer to any -particular ,

number, experience in the counting of ballots gives some guides in apply-
40,

ing the word in particular situations. In the situation I hare imagined- the

results differ by about 50% of the votes cast. This would not be consid-

ered m ua close election. It wottld be extreely nus for a ballot count to

be mistaken by such a large percentage. The inferer?ce that Candidate 'A
__-received the majority of the v_otes would not likely clyange if there was a

recount. However, the actual vote counts might change by a small amount.

Thus the inference is less likely to require change on the basis of a

recount than the reports epon which it is based. Therefore, the.iriference

is more reliable than those reports.

Another aspect of the wording of the principles that needs to be ex-
.

plained is my use -of the conjunction 'and'. Under the topic "Factors
3

affecting the reliability of observation statements" the principles within

each of the three areas are conjoined using 'and'. Also the three areas

are conjoined using 'and'. The reason for doing this iS that.individual

principles -or areas'of principles cannot be considered by theniselves as the

basis for making a decision about a staterrtnt's reliability as if the list of

principles is intended to suggest a set of necessary or sufficient conditions
Ithat must be met for a statement to be reliable. Instead, for,each deci-

sion , the entire combination of factors suggested by the principles and

one's knowledge \of the situation and experience in similar stivations must

be considered and weighed. For example, a reliable observation statement

can be made even though thp observer did (not use precise techmiques.

Thus, using precise techniques is not necessary for a statement to be

reliable. On the other hand an observation statement can be unreliable

even though the observer used precise techniques. Thus, using precise
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techniques-is not. stifficient, .by itself, to make- 44 statement- reliable Also,

'one's- knowledge of the/situation and similar Asituatfons, such as one's know-

led.ge of how to interpret the word 'close' in the election example, must be
., .

used in addition to one's knowledge of the principles.

The following example illustrate,s that deckling upon rile reliabilitS, of

statement based upon one principle can lead to mistakes. It al'So illus-

ates that experience in the type of situation being consklered is required.

A novice technician measures the length of a brass cylinder using an
expensive, precision caliper. The instrument is designed to give
accurate readings over a wide range of temperatures. The present
temperature is well within -these limits. The novice has just been
instructed in the use of the instrument and has not yet mastered the
technique. Ile states his reading, "The cylinder measures 6.023cm."
His instructor uses a steel ruler to check the instrument. The ruler
is not designed to be as accurate as the caliper. She says, "The
cylinder's length is. between 6.03cm and 6.04cm."

In this situation the novice's using a precise technique to make his

observation counts in favor oi the relrability of his stiltement. His being a

novice, and..tflus a person Dicking in experience, counts against the re-

-liability of his- statement. .ounting:- 'in favor of the reliability qf thr in-

structor's statement is the fact that she is experienced in making the sort

of observation involveth Counting against the reliability of her statement

is the fact that her techniue was not as precise as the one used by the

novice.

The situation is typical of Most situations in which judgments of reli-

ability need to be made. It is one in which clifferent principles suggest

conflicting judgments. If one-followed the principle concerning the effect

using precise techniques has on the reliability of observation statements

one would come to a different conclusion than following the principle con-
,

cerning the effect of experience on reliability. But both principles must

be taken into account.
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thks situation,. as in any other situation in. which the list, of princi-,

ples will lAe used, there is no way -to give precise numerical weights to

different. principle.s.. Sound judgment based upon mUch experience using _

the principles and familiarity with the type of situation must be used tO

determine the priority of competing prindples.- In the example uniier con-

sideration I believe the instructor's statement is more reliable for the fol-

lowing reasons.' The instructor's greater experience takes precedence oJer

the novice's using a more precise technique because of the vast difference

in experience, the small difference in prerf4ion, and the fact that experi-

ence is, I believe, a more crucial requirement for making accurate measpre-

ments . If the situatiOn chativec slightly so that the novice had sqme

experience using the caliper and had become proficient in its use, then
aft,

experience would probably IN a less impOrtant factor than the difference in

precision in making a reliability judgment. Hoever, much would depend

on how good the novice had become.

Notice that in making .my judgment I lizid to rely on more than the

principles .themselves. Considering just the principles was, not sufficient
A

for making a j dgthent. Other things, such as knowledge of the compara7

tive importance of experience and the use of precise techniques,- had to be

considered. The lesson td be learned from this example is that the win-

ciples can be usefulconly when used with informed judgment based upon

knowledge of the situation at hand and, -experience in similar situations.

In the section which follows I will attempt to clarify the meaning of

each of the principles by showing how each illay be used in particular
a

Cases. The section will also emphasize what was said in the last paragraph,

that is, the principles must be applied by using informed judgment.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PRINCIPLES'

AND ILLUSTRATION OF THEIR APPLICATION

Observation aiind, Inferences.

The first principle states that observation statements tend to be more

reliable than inferencesj ased ,upon th'em. The rtason for saiug this is

.th4t inferences- ran go wr(Ing in more places than the observations upon

which they are based. Consider the following example. A person -attends

fo,

a display of archaeological findings from the ruins of Pompeii. One of the

pbjects displayed is a glass 'bottle. Thj bottle is cluite symmetrical, has a

very round opening at the top, and is coloured as evenly throughout as

'bottles made today. Suppose based upon this final observarion that person

infers_ that the' inhabitants of Pompeii could colour their glassworks as well

as bottles are coloured today. This inference is less reliable than the

observation statement that the partiCulat bottle on display is coloured as

-evenly as bottles made today. This- is so because the iiiferelace depends..

upon many other statements being true in, addition to the observation

statement. For example, it must be true that the people of Pompeii were

the ones who made the bottle on display. This could be falseCsomeone

visiting Pompeii from cireece many years ago may have brought:the bottle

to Pompeii. It must also be true/ that those who made the bottle were the

ones who coloured it. This may be false. 'Maybe some chemicals!' which

*ei-e.in contact with the bottle during the centuries it was buried, coloured
4.

rit. This exatiipir shows that the inference _can' go wrong for all the reasons

that the observation statement u4on which it is based can go wrong, but it

can go wrong for other reasOns arso. -Nifeke, there is rnore of a chante

that the observation statement is correct.



This first principle is based upon the assuMption that there is an im-

portant -diStinction between the starting place and ending place in a. line of

reasoning. There iso I believe, a difference in the degree of immediacy of

our knowledge between the statement that there is a green evenly-coloured

bottle- in front of us and the statement based upon this that the people of

Pompeii were as skilled at colouring glassware as we are today. The .

distinction between observation and inference which I. use in stating the

'first principle is intended to capture this difference. The importance in

capturing it is that the beginning points in our lines of reasoning terld to

be more reliable than the points we reach through the reasoning and it is

often helpful to know at which_ places our lines of reasoning are most

reliable. Recall, however; .that the election ballot exaMt3le of flie previous

section illustrated a case in which the beginning points in a line of reason-

insg are less reliable than the conclusion of this reasoning.

Factors A ffectin the Reliability of Observation Statements

Consider the following case in which two opposing observation- state-

ments are made. It is a.case which is not hard to imagine actually hap-

pening. It is also a type Of case fbr which the decision of which observa-

tion statement to hccept could have i;nportant consequences for you. The

problem is to decide wh.ich of the statements is more reliable. You read

the following report in your morning newspaper.

January 7, 1979

Mr. Alan Wright of Stoneville reports having discovered a major
'defect in his new 1979 Venus. The Venus is a new model of car
prodUced by Superior Motor Company for the first time this year.
Mr. Wright says the incident happened while he was driving to work
on the morning January 5. On his way he must go down, over
Murray's fritrl, Aich descends at a sharp incline for abbut two miles
before reaching the downtown area. About half way clown the hill,
Mr. Wright reports, the.brakes of his car started to fade. He says
that he had to start pushing harder and harder on the brake pedal to
get the 6ame stopping effect. He said, "By the time I reached the

4
;
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bottom of' the hill, pGshins_With all the fonce of my two feet barely
brough't thecar tof -a stop. Pr- -Mr.- Wright claims that in- his thirty-five
yeats drivfng he has never experienced such an inCident. Ile says
he has reported the incident to the auto manufacturer and tO the
conatimers' group in the town.

ye then interviewed a.representative of Superior Motor Company who
Mitd the following to say.' "Our quality control technicians tested the
braking efficiency of twenty Venuses randomly selectecrfrom our
December production. Each of the cars was brought to ten suctess-
ive panic stops from siXty miles per hour. On the tenth stop none
of the cai-s required more than fifty pounds of force on the pedal to
stop the car at a rate of 0.9g. This is a very reasonable force to
expect- a driver- to apply- and -i-s comparable to the force required in
the best cars on the market today..".

\The observation ,statements I want to consider are the statements I

have underlined. These statements are not in direct conflict with each

other because both could ,be true. However, one provides evidence for

and the other against a craim that the brakes on Venuses are safe. In

thiS.sense the statements do oppose each other. You can also see that if

yo were considering buying a Venus, -believing one of the statements

might lead you to make a different decision than believing the other.

will now demOnstrate how the statements, could be evaluated accord-

ing to the principles.

Area 11.1: Characteristics of the observer

The first set of principles deal with the observer. Observers' char-

acteristics are extremely influential factors affecting the reliability of
A\

observation statements.

Emotionality. 'The observer's dtegree of emotionality is a consideration

because we know that many times our judgMent is -affected by our emo-

tional state. For examPle, ah avid football fan may mistakenly claim that a

foul was committed against the home team because of his or her emotional

involvement in the game and his or her strong desire for the home team to

win.
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In the current example Mr. Wright was probably very eel tional.

tost peopte would become quite fearful in such a situation. We have been

givIn no evidence to the contrary so we can reuspnably.assume .that he

was emotional in this situation. This of course assumes that Mr. Wright at

leak believes he is telling the truth. It is possible that Me. Wright's

brakes did not fade at all even though he believed they did, In such a

ease he would probably experience the same emotions as he would if they

really did fade. His observation statement- would be false in this case and'

the puzzle would be to discover what caused him to have the misleading

perception.

The fear emotion, if that i4 what Wright experienced, would probably

be coupled after the incident with a feeling of anger while he was report-

ing his obserVation. He might be extremely angry at the a itomobile com-

pany for producing a car he considered unsafe./ Bot h o hese emotions

could have influenced Wright's report. In his fear, the severity of the

'brake failure could have seemed much worse to Wright. In addition, his

anger after the incident could have caused him tp exaggerate the severity

of the fade.

We have been given no evidence to believe either that the companyes

spokeswoman as emotional when making her statement or that the techni-

cians were emotional at the time they made 'the brake tests. The actual

tests were probably conducted before the cars were released to the public.

So the technicians were probably not hampered emotionally due to pressure

from Wright and the consumer group he contacted. The spokeswoman,

however, was probably feeling some emotional presure when giving the

report but likely not as extreme as the emotions felt by, Wright. Hence,

the spokeswoman's statement was probably influenced less by emotional fac-

tors than Wright's statement.

09



Alertness. From the itiformation we are given we have no 'reason to

suspect that degree of alertness was a factor here.. We have no reason to

beHeve that either Wright or the sr)okeswoman or the technicians were not

paying attention to what they were doing.

Conflict of interest. A 'person has a cOnflict of interest when it is tO

that person's pdvantage that others believe that those things he or she

says are true. It could be to the person's advantage if he or she stands

to profit from the statement made. The profit could be a monetary one or

something like .the further advancement of a controversial point of view.

intend the hotion beina to one's advantage to be taken quite broadly.

Me do not know whether Wright stands to profit from others' accept-

ing his st4atement. We are not,given enough information. However, if we

knew th--lawt4111tVright was a membet of the consumer opnization with which he

intended to register, a complaint , this would be pertinent information in

making our judgment. Such groups thrive on their ability to uncover

safety-telated defects in, products. However., in this situatioh we should

give Wright the benefit of the doubt and nOt assume that he is a member.

Yet we should remain open to further evidence in this regard. Depending

upon the importance of our making a correct judgment of the two state-

ments, 'wp might actively seek eVidence about Wi-ighes degree of ginflict of

interest, or we might deem that course of acti6n too much trouble.

The automobile company spokeswoman i4 definitely in'a position of

conflicting interests. It is to the advantage of the auto company that

Wright's statement be wrong and that the statement of the spokeswoman be

right. 'Experience tells us that when the truth hurts there is a strong

tendency to le, or to at least to -distort the facts. We do not know
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whether the company spokeswoman has lied. All we know is that her

statement is suspect. In such cases it is often wise to seek evidence on

the statement from a source that does not have conflicting interests.

Skill with thing observed. We are not told whether 'Wright is skilled

at observing the fiiding of brakes. However), we are told that he has been

driving foK thirty-five years. ft is reasonable to asSume that if a driver-.

with Wright's. experience says that his car behaved unusually, theh that'

car probably did behave unusually. This gives us reason to take Wr1ght'4,

word that he did have to exert an inordiante amount of force on the brake

pedal to get his car to stop'.

We are given no information about the Superior Motor Company's

technicians' skill at Observing the behaviour of auto brakes'. It seems

reasonable, though, to assume that they had sufficient skill to make the

observation reported by the spokesman.- lhe observations which were

reported seem to be the type which automobile company technicians would

make many times and the type that tey would be skilled at making.

Theozetical. understanding. The theoretical understanding people

have of the field in which they arw making statements can affect the reli-

ability aff those statements. In the present case, whether the partie,s

involved have a theoretical underStanding of the way *automobile brakes

operate could affect the reliability of their statements. The following

discussion illustrates how Wright's theoretical understanding could affect

th,--reliability of his observation 'statements.

Wright reports in his observation statement that pushing with all the

force of his two feet barely brought his car to a stop. What could have

caused him to make this statement? One thing that could have caused him

to make this statement is the event that the statement reports, if that

.`
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event really did occur. However, other thino..could have caused. him to

maketWie statement. For example, if in fact the brakes did not fade but

instead the power brake system stopped functioning, then the car would

not have behaved as Wright had reported. lie would not have had to push

as hard as he was able in order.to barely bring the car to a stop. How-

ever, if Wright had no theoretical understanding of the way brakes oper-

ate, he probably would not have been able to distinguish the brakes

fading from their losing their power assist. His lack of knowledge could
/

then have caused him to interpret the change in the feel of the.brakes as

being a serious- problem, such as the brakes' fading, when it really was
not.. thinking something' serious had Occurred he probably would become

veTy .anxious. This anxiety could then adversely affect his judgment of

the amount of force needed to stop the car and of the quickness with-

which the cur came to a 'stop. If his judgment was adversely affected, his

observation statement was probably alsdltadversely affected.

Your decision about tIle reliability of Wright's statement should, then,

be affected by what .yon know of his theroretical understanding of the

matter. If you know that Wright knew Tittle about automobile brakes, then

this would reduce the reliability of what he said. To a persort who did

not know what was happening, a failed power boost system could be easily

exaggerated to almost a complete brake failure. If you do not know any-

thing about the degree of his understanding, then whether you should try
to find out, about it depends upon how important it is that you make a

correct decision on the reliability of Wright's statement . However, without

any more information about Wright, yoq should ptobably suspect that he

has practically no understanding of the functioning of brakes. This sus-

picion might be based upon the fact that most people lack this understand-

ing.



Regarding the' company's spokeswoman different assumptions must ble

made. In the first place, the spokeswoman is reporting on what sOme

other people have bserved. The theoretical understanding of the techni-

cians who made the tests on the brakeii is what should be considered in

this case. Unless you have reason to- think otherwise, it is safe to assume

that these technicians have a deeper understanding than Wright of the

brakes on a car. Such understanding covld affect the reliability ot their

observation repprts in many sways. Consk/er the following situation. A

tOst is performed on.the brakes of a. car and it is iound that they perform

poo'rly. There is a great deal of fade. However, theory would lead one

knowledgeable in the field to suspect tl-wit the brakes should operate well
Abecause ,of the following considerations: the material used fdr the friction

urface haS theoretical properties which would lead such' a person to think

that it was 'highly resistent to lade; the brakes were specially designed to

pate large amounts of heat, and keeping brakes cool is a known way

of- reducing fade; and the brakes should have been adequa for a car
co!?

twice as heavy as the one on which they were ,ested. These things might

lead trained technicians to suspect the measurempts they have made, that

is, their observations. Suppose, on the basis of such a suspicion, they

check the instruments sand discover that the instrument for measuring the

pedal force was defective. In such a case, their theoretical understanding

of the situation woula have prevented them froth making an observation

statement that was incorrect. If you, assume, then, tkat the technicians

have a high degree of theoretical understanding of the phenomenon they

are examining, you should rate theik statement more reliable because of

this.
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For Wright to iiave made a reliable observailon it was

necessary that 'his sense .of touch was operating correctly. We are given

no reason to believe. otherwise. In addition, the 'sense of touch does not

seem as susceptible to maliwnction as §ome of the other senses. Eyesight

and hearing seem to cavise problems in Aarger proportion prthe popula-

tion. It, would probably be safe to assume that Wright's sensory equipment

was)n good working order.

The obse. rvation reported by the auto spokeswoman required the tech-

nicians to use sensing apparatus in addition to their own senses.' Such

apparatuS as thermometers, acceleration meters, and -pressure gauges were'

probabl5r needed. 'The various instruments for measuring deceleration

rate, applied .pedal pressure, and temperature of the brakes can all be

considered part of the sensory apparatus used to make the observation. In

addition, more than one technician was involved and it was necessary for

the condition of each of these person's senses to be operating correctly.

The point is that there were more places for unreliability due to 9ensory

equipment failure, biwth human senses and sensing machines, to invade the

autb manufacturer's test. Ilowever, this source of unreliability was coun-

. tered by the possibility of seeking coherence from the varied sources of

data. A piece of malfunctioning sensory equipment could have been identi-
1fied if the data it provided did not fit in with that provided lgy other.

sources. For example, a large 'malfunction in the apparatus for. sensing

the degree of deceleration could be detected by the technician driving the

car because the technician probably had a "'feel" for whether the instru-

ments were working correctly_. Of course small errors would not be no-
,

ticed in this,way.
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Unless some Apecific piece of information was known which cast doubt

.on the reliability of some piece of sensoz.y equipment, then the principle

being considered would .not help you, in this case, to judge the,more reli-
,able statement:

Reputation for veracity. When a person or group of persons has
been known not to tell the itruth in certain situations, then we are justi-
fied in suspecting further .:.tittements made by that person oir group .of
persons. A reputation for not telling the truth should not be identified

with a reputation for lying, although lying is one of the things that
affect a person's reputation for veracity.

Often, we can point to the? eause of a person's continiially not telling

the truth in certain matters. For example, we might attribute the falsitty
of the person's statements to that person's lack of knowledge in the field
about which the .statments are made. If that person makes anoither state-
ment in that field and we have no reason to think that he or she.has

. increased his or her knowledge of it, then we assume, justifiably that the
same lack of knowledge might cause the pprson to make another' false
statement.

We learn nothing from the newspaper report /bout Mr. Wright's repu-
tation for telling th43 truth. I believe our course of action in this matter
should be to give Wright .the benefit of the doubt, unless it is extremely

important for us to know whether or not he was speaking the truth. If it
is important, it would-be reasonable to explore Wright's reputation. Other-
-wise, we should assume that Wright is speaking .the truth because it is, I

believe, the overwhelming tendency for most human beings .to speak the
truth in most situations.



The spokeswoman's statement ought to be viewed differently in this
regard. Automobile manufacturers have a poor reputation for speaking the

truth with regard t(i the quAlity oP their cars. One of e major factors

causing this is,their concern with selling as many cars as possible. This

is relAted to the conflict of interest problem discussed previously. Since

we have no reason to believe that this auto manufacturer's' reputation for

veracity is better than that of any ogler manUfacturer, then it is reason-

able to suspect the reliabilty of the spokeswoman's statement,

The reputation of automobile manufacturers for telling the truth about

their products is so poor that one may .wish to make a judgment at this

point. One may wish to say immediatel}"that Wright's statement is more

reliable. There is 4 practical reason for doing. this. The auto spokes-

woman has received negative scores on both conflict of interest and repu-
tation for veracity. These are serious charges. They may be so serious

that it is difficult to imagine any combination of positive factors overriding

these two -negative factors. I believp this is so' in the present situation.

At this poirTt, then, I would take Wright's statement to be more reli-

able and would base my aciions upon this position. If I had intended to

buy. a new Venus, I would, on the basis of Wright's report, not buy one

at the present time. I would wait for the Venus brakes to be tested by

some reputable and independent .group and make my final decision based

upon that group's report and reports from other owners of Venuses. The

practical advantage of making my decision at this point in the evaluation of

the sthtements is that I save time by not going th.souigh all the criteria.

If my concern for saving time causes me to make an incorrect judgment I

would not have put myself in -danger since I chose not to buy a Venus.

Hence, saving time may be to my advantage. In other situations; it might
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not be reasonable to make a judgment until many more criteria have_ been

examined.

The disc usSion so far does not present the only way in which deci-

sions regarding the reliability of observation statemeds .are made. Often,

the person making a decision will not r.tin thrOugh the list of principles
ft

one at a time. aS I did -in the auto-brakes example. Rather, the perion

will notice that one or two criteria ard particularly relevant to the case

being examined. For example, i the auto-brakes case a person might

immediately see the relevance of the conflict-of-interest principle And the

reputation-for-=veracity principle in judginge reliability of statements in

'this situation. The person wi then make the judgment, seemingly based

on consideration of only these wo principles,'that Wright's stateMent is

more reliable. I used, "seemingly based" in the last sentence for a special

reason. The reason is t.his: When basing a judgment upon only those

princi les for which the relevance is immediately seen, a person skilled in

the use o the principles is assuming that if the relevance of a principle is

npt immediately seen, then it is probably not relevant. In fact, then, all

of the principles are taken into account% Some are taken into account

explicity; those used to make the judgment. Some are taken into account

implicity; those which are assumed to have no bearing. This procedure,

when used by skilled people is justified because it usually leads to correct

decisions. Whether or not you should use this technique rather than a

more systematil, appraisal (A each principle's relevance depends upon your

skill in applying the principles, upon your familiarity .with the topic being

evaluated, and upon the importance that you make a correct decision. .The

less skilled and the less familiar you are, and the more important the

issue, then the more reason there is for you to use the systematic

approach.
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So far in this. sect.ion I have demonstrated how some of the_ principles

dealing with characteristics of the obserVer can he applied to a particular

situation by using them to make a decision about the corriparative reliability

of two observation statements. I will now discuss each of the remaining

principles by explaining their meaning and by showing how they -might

apply in particular situations.. I will begin' by discussing those prlipciples

which were not discussed in the auto-brakes example concerning the rela-

tion Of a statement's reliability to characteristics of the observer.

Preciise technique. I intend the phrase "using precise techniques'! to

be taken brOa ly. Often I will use the phrase to help characterize a

person's using me sort of instrument to help make some observations. A

person using a thermometer to tell the temperature -of some water is using

a more precise technique than a person merely using his elbow. At other

times. I will .. use the phrase to characterize the care and attentidn to dis-

turbing factors which a persl?n exercises in makipg an observation. A

person who reads the scale on a thermometer by looking straight at the

thermometer is using a more precise technique than a person who reads

the thermometer by looking at it obliquely.

In stating the principles concerning the use of precise techniques I

use the wording "as precise a technique as is appropriate." 1 use "as is

appropriate for the following reason: In some situations using a tech-

niqUe which would be more precise does not add to the reliability of the

statement based upon the observation. This iS so when the technique is

more precise than is needed for the statement that is to be made. In the

example of testing the temperature of the water, suppose the statement to

be made was one of the following: 'The water is too hot for bathing' or

'The water is not too hot for bathing.' _In most situations in which water
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Di tested 'for the purpose of bathing I do not believe that using a ther-

mometer instead of one's elbow adds to the reliability of 'the sta'tement

about the
- suitability of the water's temperature. In fact in many situa-

4.-

dons it would decrease the reliability if, for instance, it was not known at

Which temperature-in-degrees water is suitable for bathing.

Skill in technique. Being skilled in the observation technique being

used is different from being skilled in observing the sort of thing

obServed. This latter skill has been discussed already. A person who is

not skilled in a technique does not know the sources of unreliability in

using the technique. Consider the te'chnique involved in using a 'ruler to

measure the length of something. A person not skilled in measuring'this

way will not know that unreliability of measurement can ariseriethe. rule is

distorted near its ends or if the scale does not touch the thing being

measured.

Preconceived notions. Under some conditions having preconceived

notions of the way observations will turn out tends to decrease the reli-

ability of observation statements based upon those observations. This is

so because under some conditions people see what they expect to' see even

though' things are not really the way they are expected. I say "Under

some conditions" because in situations of which I can think, the mere fact

that a person has a preconceived notion does not reduce. the ,reliability of

that person's observation statements. It is that person's having the

preconceived notion in combination with certain other facts about the

person which makes his or her statement Jess reliable. For example, I

would not want to say that usually the reliability of scientists' observation

statements which report observations that they had previously predicted is

reduced because they had preconceived notions of the way the observa-
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'tions would -turn 9ut. However, if certain other things were true of. the

scientists, such as their getting additional fuRding depended upon the

observations predicted being made or their lack of experience caused' them

not to take proper safegwirds against making -.incorrect observations', then
4.-

. their having preconceived notions of the way theeobjiervations would turn

aut would tekid to reduce the reliability of thMr .43servation statements.

theSe situations the scientists'. conflic t of interest or their lack of

experience alone would tend to reduce the reliability of their observation

statements. The ad4ed fac tor of tlieir having preconceived notionstendS

TF..7

to make ;hem make a particular unreliable -statewrit, that is, it tends to

make them even less open to alternative.observat ons than' they would be`

without rhe preconceiveci notions.

It is also worth noting that persons' havitlg preconceived notions of
S.the ways in which their observations will turn out can lead to their making

correct observation statements that otherwise they would , not make. A

preconceived notion can suggest to a person things for which to look .and
.ways and places in which to observ.e. AS long as ti-6-t-j. person keeps irf

mind that he or she must not allow his or her preconception to distort his

or her observation, then having the preconception can be beneficial.

In summary, the priniciple covering the effect of preconceived notions

on the reliability of observation statements must be applied with extrme

caution and informed judgment.

Area 11.2: Characteristics of the observation conditions

The two principles contain ed in this subsection seem almost too obvi-

ous to need stating. However, I ihclude them in the list to serve as
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reminders of things that need to be checked" when assessing the reliability

of observation statements.

The first principle states that the reliability of observation statements

depends upon the medium of observation. To make reliable statements the

conditions of the environthent.must not impede the sensing proCesst Foggy

or smoky conditions interfei-e with the sense of seeing; magnets interfere
r,.

with compasses; background noises interfere with aur, hearing particular

I'things; the atribsphere interfere th the use of telescopes. To overcome

this last source of unreliability, of obiervation statements space scientists

plan to mount telescopes on rockets orbiting the earth. In this way they

will eliminate the interference from the earth's atmosphere, and thus have

a more satisfactory medium for making their observations.

The other principle states that the reliability of observation state-

ments depends upon whether the observer has good access to the phenome-

non he or she is observing. So, for example, the claim that a particular

painting was done using a certain kind of brush stroVe is more reliable if

made by a person who can touch and view the painting at close range than

a, claim made by this person if the painting could be viewed only from a

distance.

There are exceptions t ugh. Suppose a person looks at'the moon

with the naked eye and decla es that the moon is in its first quarter.

Suppose, instead, that the same person had looked at the moon through a
leap

telescope and made the same statement. Although he or she would have

had better access to the moon through this instrument, I (it) not believe

this statement tends to be more reliable thA the first statement because of

this- fact. For the claim that was made, looking through a telescope offers..

no advantage over using the'naked eye. However, if tile claim was differ-

ent, about craters on the moon, say, then the,obserVation made using the

telescope might tend to be more reliable.

41
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Instruments, such as telescopes, are used to gain access or to gain

better access to .phenomena that would without the instrument's be inac-
,

cessable to observation or only poorly accessable. Because instruments

are used to increase the accessability of phOiomena to observation, ?IV-

ciples governing, the reliability of statements based upon their use are

included under the more general principle about the accessability of phe-

nomena. A discussion follows of the reliability of observation statements

made using instrument's.

I will use 'instrument' to refer to a wide variety of devices which are

used either to increase the accuracy of an observation or to make an ob-

servation possible. Such things as rulers, thermometers, bathroom scales,

speedometers, achievement tests, ammeters, clocks, electron microscopes,

and smoke detectors are struments in the sense I am using the term.

In order to discustiLFsome principles which are helpful in judging the

reliabllity of observation statements made with the help of instruments

imagine the following situation. You plan to buy a piece of plate glass to

protect the surface of an antique wooden table you just purchased. The

table is constructed to hold such a piece of glass. On each side of the

table there is a moulding which extends about one-quarter inch above the

surface of tht table. The piece of glass is supposed to fit snugly in the

frame thus made. You begin to make the measurements before placing

your order.

Suitably precise instrument. When I say -that an instrument is more

preciSe than another I shall mean that the more precise instrument is con-

structed so that the measurer can confidently Make a finer discrimination

'between valifes than can confidently be made using the less precise in-

strument.. For example, an IQ test which can dependably detect

1)

h.
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, iiifferences in IQ as small as 5 points is more precise than an IQ test
)
which can dependably detect differences in IQ only if those differences are

greiter thirrn 10 points.

If the _.!sitm.'re observation statement is made using two instruments, one
A

more precise than the, other, then following this prinCiple a person would

judge the state4rent- more reliable When made using tbe more precise instru-

ment. This is so because the closer an instrument is pushebd to the limit

of itb capability, the less dependable measurements are. If used to make

the same staterhent, the- less precise instrument is pushed closer to the

limit of its capability than the more precise instrument.

Not all observation statements bas upon more precise instruments

are more reliable than those based upon less precise instruments. A

temperature reading of 36.45° based upon an instrument designed to mea-

stir* to two decimal places might be just as reliable as a temperature

reading of 36.4520 based upon an instrument designed to measure to three

decimal places. If the instruments are of equal quality and used by equally

skilled measurers, then the reliability of the statements is likely to be

equal. This is so .because although the statement based upon the more

precise instrument gives a more accurate measurement and thus tends to

be more reliable, it also makes a stronger claim about what the measurer

knows and is thus harder to defend, tending to' make it less reliable.

Having no way to judge the relative size of these counteracting factors it

-As best to assume their combined efiect is zero.

Suppose in your case you do not want the glass for your antique

table to be more than one-sixt eenth indh shorter or narrower than the

frarhe. Therefore, you need a measuring instrument that will allow you to

distinguish measurements as small as on Ibixteenth inch. If you choose

4: 3
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such an instrument your measurement will be more reliable than. if yoti had
%zchosen an instrument of lesser precision, given that the measurement you

make is expressed in dimensions of one-sixteenth inch.

Range of application. An instrument ts used beyond its range of

application if it is used to make an observation for which it is not suit-

able. For example, second hands on wrist watches are not suitable for

making obsrvations of time differences of less than a second or so.

Observation statements of time 'differences of theorder of one-half 'second

smade using a wrist watch tend to be unreliable. Measuring ticks and

tapes used to measure length tend to give more xeliable measurements when,

the thing being measured is shorter than the stick or tape than when the

thing is longer. If you used a one foot ruler to measure your antique

table and that table was three feet long, unreliability would enter your

measurement each time you had to mark the position of the end of the

ruler and move the beginning of 'the ruler to that position. You could

avoid this source of unreliability by using an instrument whose range of

application is more suitable to your task. A ten foot steel tape, say,

would be more suitable.

Good quality instrument. Instruments come in various qualities. The

quality of'instruments affects the accuracy and hence the reliability of

statements based upon their use. Thermometers, in which the tube carry-

ing the liquid varies in diameter tena to be less accurate, than thermom-

eters in which the diameter varies by smaller., amounts. Compasses in

which the needles sometimes stick on tlge glass tend to be less Yeliable

indicators of direction ticari compasses in which this does not happen.

The quality of the tapir, measure you use in measuring your antique

table affects the reliability of the measurements you give. If the markings
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on that tape are tiot evenly spaced, your measurement will tend to be less

reliable than if you had used a tape on which the lines were evenly spaced.

If the tape you use is not straight, your measurements,witl tend to be less

reliable than if you had used a straight tape.

Instrument's workings Are understood. If rio one. can give good

reaso'n for saying that an instrument measures a particular thing, then

that instrument tend .*..) be a ewe undependable measure of that thing

than an instrument th s well understood. The explanations of why

instruments work vary in kind -and in quality. Generally speaking, more

complicated instruments require more elaborate explanations of their work-

ings than is required by less complicated ones, if the instruments are tO

yiel4 equally reliable measurements.

The body of knowledge explaining how- gn instrumen(,works is often

the bszcji knowledge that i.wis used to design the instrument in the first

place. This is not always the case. The first telescope was constructed

before anyone knew how telescopes worked. When an instrument is de-

signed according tO a more corroborated body of knowledge than another

instrument, we can depend upon that first. instrument more than the other

to measure what it is claimed to measure. The instrument that is based

upon the more corroborated body of knowledge is more likely to be doing

what it is claimed to do. This is so because the more corroborated !Jody

of knowledge has been subjected to more tests and has passed more tests

than the less corroborated one. Loosely, this means that more ways in

which the body of knowledge could have gone wrong have been eliminated,

and more ways in which the instrument might have been constructed incor-

rectly are eliminated.
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In your case of measuring the dimensions of a table, the workings of

the instrume you will use are well understood.

Good working condition. That instruments need to be in g4,4x1 work*,... .

ing condition in order to give reliable restilts is,I: elieve, unlikely to be
* \

\disputed. Stating the principle is, however, worthwhile. It is a reminder

of a factor which might adversely affect the reliability ($1 observation

statements and thus of a caution to keep in mind when trying to make

1

observations. The working condition Of an instrument can be affeCted by

many things. For example, the working condition of the ruler you might

use to measure your table could be affected by its d e of straightneSs,

the clarity of its scale, and the amount of wear near its end.

Area IV: Characteristics of the observation statement

The reliability of observation statements varies with certain character-

istics of the statements themselves. Some of the principles in'this section'
..,

are not as apparently true as those in the last section: I will thus devote

more time in this sec ion than in the last to explaining and defending each

principle.

Committment of speaker. This principle states that an observation

statement tends to be more reliable than another when it commits the

speaker' to holding fewer things true than that other statement. The prin-
.

giple isrintended for use in cases like the following one. This' is a case

that has been discussed previously. Consider a speaker making one or

the other of the following two statements having observed the reading on

the thermometer: "The temperature in the room is 700"; "The top of the

d in -the thermometer is at the number 70." In the context I am
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imagining the speaker is committed to holding mare things true when

asserting the' first statement than when assertirig the second. The first

statement commits the speaker to holding true all that the second statement

commits him or her to holding and in addition commits the speaker to

commits the speaker to

Ilsicling that the room has a particular temperature, The second statement

does not commit' the speaker to this.

Corroborated. When statements become more corroborated they also

become more reliable., To become more corroborated they have to .with-

stand more situations in which their truth is put to the test. A principle

of diminishing returns applies here though. The more a statement is put

to the test, the less its reliability increases with the passing of each test.

For example, the amount by which the reliability of the, statement "There

was a loud boom in our city last night" increases is less when the one

hundredth person claims to have heard it than when the tenth person

claimed to have heard it. However, the discovery of a newt_ pe of evi-
1/7-.

dence would increase the reliability by a larger increment than the addition

.of more evidence of the same type. If it was discovered after the one

hundredth person had confirmed hearing the loud boom, that, unknown to

arAyone, aAck carryi.ng explosives had exploded just outside town, this

discovery would confer a larger amount of reliability on the statement that

there was a loud boom than another person's claim to have heard the

noir.

Observation statements can become more corroborated iri other ways

than being put directly to the test. Consider the statement that the_

Atlantic Ocean is gradually becoming wider. This statement reports an
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observation made using very sensitive Ifistruments. It forms_ part of the..
evidence for the- theory that the continents were once joined together but
are alowly drifting apart.

port from another source.

Suppose the theory received independent sup-

Suppose, for instance, that a type of rock
formation is discovered on the east coast of South America and on the west
coast of Africa. ,The formation is unknown in other parts of the World.

The new discovery lerids additional support to the theory that these two

continents were once joined together and have since drifted apart. How-

ever, since the theory of the drifting continents is now more corroborated,

the observation statement that the Atlantic is widening is also more cor-
roborated and thus more reliable because we have an additional reason for
believing the statement. The feason is that the statement *ells what on

would expect to find given the theory is true and there is now more

reason to believe the theory is true.

Justified precision. The precision that can be justified in a obser-
vation statement is dependent partly upon the 'technique used. J.Lsl g .a

good quality. wooden meter stick a trained scientist would be justifte in

giving lengths to two decimal places. Using a vernier caliper he might be
able to give readings to three places, depending upon the quality of the
particular instrument being used. A pilot flying over the site of a county
fair would probably be justified, depending upon his experience in such

matters, in saying that there were bet.ween two thousa'4d and three thou-
sand people at the fair. However, a pilot would be u justified, in most
situations I can imagine, in saying that there were two thousand three
hundred fifty-one people. The technique of observing crowds of people

from the air just does not allow one to be that precise. When the pre-
,

cision claimed in the observation statement is greater than that which could
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be reasonably expected from the technique ,being used, the reliability of

the statement. is reduced.

Close to time of observation. Many things can happen to interfere

with the accuracy oft observation statement between the time an obser-

vatfon is made arid the time the statement is given. Some interferences

arise because many people have bad memories and because often people

confuse things with other things they have observed. One way- to help

minimiie the errors wh.ich occur from- these sources is to make the obser-

vation Siatement as soon as possible alker -the observation is made. The

purpose of this principle is to urge that statements which have been made

with this precaution tend to be More reliable than those which hae not
been so made.

Person who made the observation. This principle states that an ob-

servation statement tends to be more reliable When it is made by the

person who made, the observation. The principle is based oratthe following

widely accepted statqments. When information is passed from one person

to another there Is a chance that something will hinder the second person

giving an accurate report of what the first person said. Accuracy of the

second person's report would be hindered if that person places an inter-

pretation on what was said that Is different from the one the first person

intended. The second person's memory is also a source of hindrance-to

his or her statement's accuracy. As the chain of people grows., the

number of sources of error increases. Hence, the statements given by

people removed from the original observations tend to be less reliable than

the statement made by the person making the observation.

These last two principles do not rule out the possibility of making

reliable observation statements using informaton from other people . or

4 9
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making reliable observation statements a long time after observations have
occurred. In many situations people do things to counteract the unreli-
ability introduced by such factors. One Way to do this is to make a
record of the observation at the time the observation is made. Using such
a record I can thus make a reliable observation statement stating that the
maximum temperature on November. 8, 1978 was 8°C in Toronto, Canada.
liowever, if we kite records we need principles to judge the reliability of
statements made using them. The discussion of such principles will be the
focus of a subsequent section..

Belief the statement is. corroboratable. This principle states that if

an observer believes hisor her observation statement can be checked by
other people, then it tends to be more reliable than if the observer did
not believe this or if he or she believed the statement could not be
checked. The following example illustrates the principle. Suppose you
bring your watch to a repair shop and complain that you have seen the
date indicator skip-a .day on several occasions. The jeweler examines your
watch and finds nothing witong. DespVe this the jeweler might judge your
ccrnpllint as reliable. You were willing to submit your statement for
independent corroboration. If you did not believe that your statement was

correct you would not likely have gone. to the repair shop. It is embar-
rassing to be shown wrong by other people and we try to avoid placing
ourselves in embarrassing situations. This tendency to try to avoid being
shown wrong tends to make your statement to the jeweler more reliable.

As with the other principles, in some cases the final decision on the
reliability of a statement will be in the direction urged by this principle.
In other situations the direction of the final decision will be opposite to
that urged by the principle. Suppose a school-aged Child announces to
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his parents on the morning that his class is to 'have a mathematics quiz
that he has A bad stomach ache. Suppose, in addition that the parents
knew that their child had not studied for .the test as much as he Should
have. It is reasonable to assume the child believes that his observation
statemeILt reporting his stomach ache is not ealily checkable by other
people. This tends to make the child's statement unreliable. In addition,
it would be advantageous to the child if his parents accepted his statement
(they-would-keep-him-home from school). F6i: these-reasons his parents
would, probably judge his statement unreliable. In this situation the prin-
ciple contninig indepen,dent checkSbility points one in the same direction,
towards unreliability, as the direction of the finaf decision.

Suppose, however, that another child claimed to have a stomach ache
on a day she was to go camping. Suppose she was looking forwa-rd to this
camping trip very much. As in the previous case the fact that her btate-
ment is not checkable by other people tends to make it less reliable than a
statement 'that is so checkable. However, since it would 'be to her dis-
advantage for her parents to act upon her statement, the child's statemént
should probably be judged reliable. In this situation the principle concern-
ing' independent checkability points one in a direction opposite to that of
the final conclusion.

Fits into a body of knowledge. The reliability of an observation
statement is enhanced when it describes something expected in the light of
a larger body of knowledge, and diminished when it describes something
not expected in light of a body of knowledge. Here is an example. An

abnormalli, high air pressure reading in the tires of your car is reliable if
the tires were set to the normal pressure when the temperature was much
colder and if the sun has been shining on the tires for several hours.
The body of knowledge conferring this reliability includes our
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experiences showing that pressure increases with temperature asd tFe

thebretical explanation in physics explaining why pressure increases with

temperature. Reliability is conferred to the obervat?i of the abnormally

high pressure by the larger body of knowledge because tile body of know-

ledge is itsell reliable, and because on.4 would expect an abnormallY high

pressure in light f this body of knowledge. An observation of a normal

air pressure in the 'situation described would '. be unreliable because it

would conflict withsomething in which we have very good reasons to

believe.

Here is another example illustrating this principle. When driving on

the highway on a sunny day an observation that there is water on the
Oa

road ahead is made upreliable by. the wealth of experiimce indicating that

many such observatiOns in simikir situations have proven to be wrong. It

is also made unreliable by the fact that science can explain why the road

appears wet under these conditions when, in fact,- it is not. Wet.

As with all the principles, caution must be exercised 'when applying

this principle. The're are cases in which obs,ervation statements can be

instrumental in the overthrow of bodies of knowledge, even though follow-.
ing this principle would lead one to judge the statements unreliable in light

1,
of those bodies of knowledge. For example; it was once believed that

bodies while burning give off a substance called "phlogiston". Also, it

was observed at that'time 'that some substaricei increase their weight when

burned. Accepting' the belief in phlogiston; observations of materi'als

increasing their weight when burned were justifiably judged unreliable.

However, accepting other bodies of knowledge concerning the weighing of

materials which existed at the- same Arne .the phlogiston theory was held,.

the observations of illcreased weight were justifiably judged reliable. The
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strong belief by some pcientists of the phlogiston era that the observations

of increased -1:17were reliable lea them to the deTlopment of another

theory of combustion. This new theory, which did not postulate the

existence of the substance phlogiston, predicted an increase in weight of

some burned objects. It is essentially the theory we hold true today.

Hence, an observation statement like "This material's weight increased

when it was 'burned", which is justifiably judged unreliable in light of the
phlogiston theory, was instrumental in the overthrow of that theory.

Based upon a, record. There are occasions When people 4ant to. make

reports of observations that were made sorriptime in the distant. past.. On

such occasions people often appeal to th-eir memories to recall what hap-

pened. However, experience has shown that memory is very unreliable.

To help alleviate this unreliability in repoieting on past observations,

records of observations are pften -made'. When a person uses a record to

report an observation, J will say that person's report is an observation

statement. For example, if a person using information' gathered in a news-

paper reports that the sun roSe at 0-03 a.m., I will call this repart4an

observation statement. I will consider the fact that the person rnaking the

statement is not the one who made the observation unimportant in identify- .

ing the staterrnt as an observation statement. WhM I will consider impor-

tant fa the, fact that the statement does report what someone observed.

'Observation statements based on records in this manner cari have

various degrees of reliability. The degree of reliability such observation

statements have is' partly dependent upon the quality of the records. I

will illusirate with an .example same prinCiPles for judging 'the reliability of

observation statements taken from records.

'Mt
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Suppose you are a .patient in a pospita1.7 Your doctor

reaas your medical chart and reportS to you that your bl

reading is 120/80. The blood pressure reAding uPon whic

bases this claim 'was made IA, a nurse a while ago and wag

Visits you,

od pregsurev,

the doctor

recorded by

that nurse on your chart. The doctor judges the observatibn statement

she made reliable. At _least you assume this from the confident manner in

which she .stated it arid from, the fact that Fthe bases- iction upon the state:-

men t (she reduces your medication). On what grounds might you 'jud

a

whether her s'tatementirrellable?

Records of observations tend to ..be more -.reliable when they are made

at the time Qf the ..o4bservations. Nurses are trained to'record their obser-
4

vations as soon as possible after they are made. This practice red uceq

the chance that What is recyrdeci" will be distorted by things such as poor

memory or the confusion oe one patient's statistfcs with those of another

patient. Most nurse-s do as- they ar Qained. Because nurses Usually

make their records at the., . the of their observations, thd record of 'your
,

blood pressure tends to be a mOre reliable indication of the pressure your

nurse observed fhan if, say, nurses usually made all their recordS at the'

end of their Lrkday.

The reliability of records of observations tend<to be decreased if

they are made by persons different from those who made the observations.

This 'is so because the transmission of the information from the observer to

the recorder adds another source .of error that is not present when the

observer makes the record. You probably know whethef the Aurse wh

observed yout blood pressure also recorded the pressure reading on your

chart. If the obs Ter and,, recorder' were the sansie person, the record

tends to be riCore.relialple than if theiy were different people.
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If the person or group making a record has a reputation for making

correct records, then this fact enhances the reliability of observatio. n

statements based upon that record. This is so Ilsecause the making of

correct records on a number of occasions is evidence that the grail).

make correct records on other occasions. Nurses, in general, have a

reputation for making correct records in situations where, their job re-

quires them to make records. Your doctor will probably have information

on the reputation of the particular nurs ? who made records of your medical

statistics. If that nurse has a reputation -for making correct records, this

informatiort would tend to increase the reliability of the. doctor's statement.

If this particular nurse has -a. reputation for making incerrect records,

then the records are not dependable sources upon which to base observa-

tion statements.

If the person making an observation statement from a record believes

-that the record is correct, then under some conditions that person'q belief

lends to make the s'tatement more reliable. This principle is difficult *to

-grasp, and may be difficult to accept as I have just stated if. I will

atempt to justify the principle.
%%.

. When people claim to believe the records upon which they base their

statements, then they often have some reason to support their beliefs.

For example, your nurse might now believe that the records your doctor is

usitig are correct because he remembers be4eving that they 'were correct

at the timkillhhey were made. If your nurse usually bases his belief upon

sound reasons then he can asSume that.at the time the records were made

he based his belief in their correctness upo'ri sound reasons. This justi-

fies his believing the records at this time even though he may not remem-,

<-

be his initial reasons frd'r believing the records. Thi's in turn gives us a

reason to believe the records.

Mk.
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In another situation a person may believe_ that a record is correct.

beeause he or she -believes that the person who ma.le the record usually

makes correct records. Such a beliefi for most people, would be based

upon .some (experience with the record-maker's ability to make records.

A main point of the two cases I just described is to point out that, in

discussing this principle,, when I say "belief* I mean justified belief not

mere belief.
I

If yo.ur doctor tries to assure you of the correctneSs of your records

by saying that she believes the records are correct, you should place some

confidence in this statement. You ought not, unless you have a special

reason, take ihe doctor's statement aS trivial, as a statement of mere

belief. Rather, you should assume the doctor bases her belief upon some

sound reasons, and that these reasons make a statement based upon the

records more reliable than. if,reasons could not be given.

The final decision about the reliability of your doctor's statement

needs to be,based on.principles other thah those relating to recoi-ds. The

observer must be taken ini9 account, as well as the observation condi-

tions, the nature of the statement made, and the instrument or instruments

used to help make the observation.. Tile medical profession has specified a

manner for making and recording observations which enhances the reli-

ability of observatiOns of patients as much as is reasonable .to expect.

The observers are trained welI, are usually alert, use precise techniques,

'etc. The conditiéns are also favourable for making reliable observations.

Rooms are uSually well lighted, there is usually a minimal amount of dig-
%

turbancp, etc. Instruments are usually of high quality, have been exten-

sively tested, are used by people skilled in their use, etc. Upon theSe

facts, as well as upon the considerations offered in judging records, you
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ought to judge that the doctor's statement of your blood pressure is reli-

able.
v

I am' not suggesting that you ought to go through such thought pr
, .

,-
._.

cesse.-:, 0 judge the observation statements 'doctors make in their work. In
,i

e usual practice is to.assume their statements are reliable unless

something is noticed which appears to cast doubt upon. their reliability. Iri

many situations it would be innappropriate to jattempt methodically to

apply, one by one the principles offered here to judge the /*ability/of a

statement. A more reasonable approach in the blood pressure example

would be to take the statement as reliable unless something stood out

which indicatgd that the reliability was in doubt. One value of .the prin-

ciples is that for, people versed in them reliability-reducing factors "stand
4,1

out" more quickly and more obviously, than for those not versed in them.

Thus a person knowledgeable of the principles is likely to identify an

unreliable statement before a person' who is not familiar wrth them.

Another value of the principles is that they can Serve as guides for mak-.
ing judgments of reliability in difficult or unfamiliar situations wt4re the

judgment which should be made i not obvious. Still another value is that

they can serve as guides to practice in formulating procedures to enhance

reliability in situations where many reliable observation statements must be

made. A final value is that the principles can serve as a pedagogic device

to introduce students in a system\atic manner to a compLex set of problems

and procedures for dealing with these problems.

SUMM A RY

In this paper I have offered a conception of observation statements

which distinguishes those statements as .those which tend to be the most

reliable statements of our knowledge of the world. I have also presented,
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defended, and illustrated the application of a set of principles for judging

the reliability of observation statements. The ririnciples deal with influ-

ences on reliability which come from three different sources: the observer,

the observation conditions, and the observation statemant. I have urged

throughout the paper that the principles must be applied with judgment

and flexibility.

While Many of the principles may seem to be truisims, havg the list

elcplicitly 'presented is advantageous in several waysi In the first place%

for a person who is well versed in the principles and their application

factors which reduce the reliability of observation statements in particular

cases will tend to stand out. Also, such a person might be able to ex-

press his o'r her reasons for thinking a statement is unreliable in a situa,

tion where that person would not have been able to (4 so had he or she

not been familiar with the principles in their explicit form.-

Second, in unfamiliar situations it is not as likely.that factors affect-

ing the reliability of observation statements will be as readily apparent as

t'ey would be in more familiar situations. The list 'of principles can serVe

as a guide in such situations for making judgments of reliability. The

principles can be us'ed to suggest the questions that should be asked in

evaluating reliability.

Third, the list of principles can serve as,guides to practice in devis-

ing procedures to enhabce reliability. If one is in a situatidn where many

reliable obserliations must be made, the principles can incitcate the sources

of unreliability which must be taken into account. The principles can

point to places where safeguards .must be built into the observation pro-

cedures.
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Finally, the list of .pr_inciples can be usefurl peciagogically. _The list

can be used as a curriculum outline for a course designed.to teach stu-

dents about factors which affect the, reliability of observation statements.

Or, the list can be used to suggest places where discussions of reliability

of observation statements might fit easily and appropriately into existing

courses, such
e3

science or :history. -4n addition, the list can serve as

the basis for tests which evaluate students' ability to detect factors affect-

ing the reliability of o'bservation statements and their ability to judge the

influence of these factors on the 'reliability. Whereas many tests of think-
.

ing abilities are built upon undefined notions of what is being stested,,

these prindples provide a reasonably detailed list which could be the basis

for the construct validity a a test.

Knowing how to judge the reliability of observation statements is an

important critical thinking skill. Maybe this list of principles arid its ex-

planation and defence will be helpful in foslering these important skills in

our students.

5'4
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NOTES

1. I wrote this paper ass ming that people from many fields might read_One reason for_ writing the . paper is td -provide -the theoreticalsupport for a test designed to assess peoples' ability to judge the
yeliability of observation statements. Since science educators, school
board supervisors, teachers, testing experts, and philosophers,
among others, would probably be interested in a test of .this sort,this paper will probably reach a diverse audience. It is likely that'each reader will, find some things in this paper trivial and other
things very conilex, since I was attempting to satisfy So manygroups.- I apologize to my readers for _thisand_ask_them to try tobear lith -my work.

. Despite the influence that eyewitness testimony can have in a trial,Wigmore (1935) 11,as emphasized that there is no rule requiring eye-witness prOof (p. 309), nor is there any rule which says that suchproof has a special, preference (p. 231). To further support this
latter point, Wigmore cites several cases in which circumstantial evi-
dence was used to overthrow the testimony of eyewitnesses (Sec. 40).BUt, as Wigmore, attests,. testimony of eyewitnesses is an important.source of evidence.

3. Many science textbooks, for example the BSCS biology text (1963),stress the importance of observa.tion in science. The BSCS book tells.students that: "In his own special field of work, each scientist baseshis beliefs on his- own careful observations, checked and confirmed bythe observations of others. Skill in observing is, then, a basicrequirement of science." (p. 5) Although tiis passage might leadstudents to ti1,-e, rnisconceptIon that a scien s haS his own obser-
vational siipport for everything that he ie s, it does cofrectlypoint out the importance and function of ob ervation in science.

4. My thinking in this area has been influenced to a great deal by thefollowing work: Quine (1960, esp. p. 42-454, Quine (1969, esp. p.
84-90), Quine and Ullian (1970, h. 2), Qt ne and Ullian (1978, Ch.3), and Enni,s (1969, esp.- p. 38.4-388). Quin and Ulhan have.modi-fied their doctrine in the second edition of their book. The view Ipresent is more in line with their first edition doctrine. In that firstdoctrine they allowed the' distinguishing of observatk5n .statements-from other statements to be done relative to the field Of knowledgeand community of speakers within which the statements were made.Thus a statement might be an observation statement for one group.ofspeakers arid not for 'another. In their second edition they do notallow this relativism.

5. I believe our abi t tp recognize observation statements is superiox toour ability.to poin To the features of those statements which we viseto recognize them as such. Thus, in my attempt to distinguish
features of observation statements, . I first identified on the basis of
my intuitive judgment statements which I considered to be obseryation
statements. I then examined these statements for features whichcould be teed to distinguish them from other types of statements.

60)
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6. I believe the characteristics which I identify are characteristics which
any__ statement must_ have to be .an observation-statement.- -However-, 1,-

1 do not believe that a ktatement's having any one or any combination
of the characteristics isa sufficient condition fo'r saying that that
statement is an observation statement.

7. There is a view in philosophy which holds thM observation statements
can be distinguished from other statements by merely looking at the
sentences (that is, the actual words) used to make those statements.
The view depends upon assuMing that the non-logical vocabulary of
language can be divided into two parts: observation terms and
theoretical terms. (The logical vocabulary includes the following
words among others: 'if', 'and', 'or', 'but', 'only'.) Observation
statements on this view are those statements containing only observa-
tion terms and logical words. Theoretical statements are statements
containing theoretical terms. This view has been shown incorrect, I
believe, by Putnam (1962) and by Achinstein. (1965 and 1968). Their
argliMents rest partly on showing that observational terms can be dis-
tinguished from theoreticarterms Only by considering the context in
which the terms were used. When one-considers context,: then it can
be shown that the- same words can be theoretical in some contexts and
observational in. others.

I hold a similar view to that of Putnam and Achinstein. I also
believe that observation stateNents can be identified as such only
after taking into account -features of the situation in which the state-
ments were made. I do not believe that an observation statenient can.
be identified as such merely, by looking at thu, words that were used-
to make it. However, the words themselves .can or cannot make one
suspect that i), statement made using them is an observation. statement.
Certain .forms of wordS. are rrx)re likely candidates than others to have
been -useclAo.make an observation statement. Characteristic B pitks
out one such form of words.

8. Robert Monk (1978) has argued, convincingly I find, that scientific
observation need not involve the use of human senses at all. Some
observations_could be made, Monk claims, completely by machine, once
they are set up and turned on. Even the observation statement
itself, the report of the observation, could be made by.the machine.
That is, the machine could be programmed to control a typewriter or
other printing or recording device..

9. There has been a long history of foundationalism in philosophy.
Foundationalism is a view which holds that our knowledge is made up
of statements which form sort of a structure with some of- the state-
inents relying upon some of the others for their support. The
analogy with the struc tyre of a building is appropriate . The struc-
ture of our knowledge might consist of various "levels" of .statements,
as a building might consist of various levels. Those supporting
different views of foundationalism maintain that our knowledge is
'composed of different numbers of levels. There is much disagreement
on this point. There is agreement among foundationalists that some
statements in the structure must not *rest on other statements. Those
statements are the foundations. They must get their support from
sources .other than other 'statements or else they must be self-
supporting. For various classical works on foundationalism one might
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see the following, all of which are technical: Austin (1964), Ayer
(1952, esp. p. .5-;26.)-, -Lewis (1946,-. esp. Ch. 8 A 9), and Chisholm
and Swartz (1973, esp. Ch. 5). .

The view I present in this paper is foundationalist in that I

believe that observation statements are used as the basic support of
rtatly infeeenees based upon them. .However, I depart -from many of
the foundationalists n tWit I do not believe that ,observation state-
ments are infalkible or do I believe that the lines of support always

I
go from .the observation statements to the inferences, based upon
them, I believe that inferences can be used both to support and to
overthrow observation statements, although this is not the usual state
of affairs. However, in times when all the theoretical. (inferential)
knowledge we have good reason 'to believe leads us to think that ,a
reported-observstion-ought-not-to-have-been-observed,Then-such an
observation statement becomes suspect and is sometimes repcted on
the basis of the the4etical knowledge._

10. The statement of this characteristic May seem circular to some because
of the.. restrictive clause "who have mad e. the same observation". It
'rria)i seem circ6lar because characteristic E is intended to be helpful
to people in picking .out observation statements, but to bp able to use
the characteristic one must first decide that people have made the
same observation. But one of the best ways to decide whether people
have made the same observation is to examine the observation state-
ments they make to see if the statements are the same. To do this;
one has first to identify which of the peoples statements are observa-
tion statements. But this latter task is one for which the .ch.ardeter-
i.stie_ was designed . lience, the circle.-

The statement of characteristic E would not be circular if one
could decide that people haye made the same observation without
examining the observation statements they make. .1 believe that this
can be clone. One can decide that people have made the same obser
vation even if those people do not make any report of their ebserva-
Hon in a statement. Other evidence that -peOple have made the same
observation can be gained. For example, if two people are facing the
same direction, and both cover their eyes when a blinding light
flashes ,in front of them, one could justifiably conclude that those two
people have made the same observation. That is, evidence from the
situation, other than what the observers report, can beli; used to
decide whether the people have made the same obiservation. In the
above example, the evidence from the situation wag the following two
things : both people were facing ha the same direction , anik both
covered their eyes after .the blinding light flashed.

11. I say "in most cases" becatise th.ere are situations in which .a state-
ment can be rwre,reliable than the statements upon which it is based.
I consider an example of this, the voting example, near the beginning
of the next section. However, I will give another example here.
Suppose a person counted the number of growth rings -in the cross
sections of two trees. SuppoSe,' haying finished the counting, the
person made the following three Statements, basing the third on the
first two: "Tree A has 45 .growth rings"; "Tree B has 150 -growth
rings"; "Tree 13 is older than tree A". I believe that the third
statement is more reliable than the first two statements, even though
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it .is based upon them. I belive this bee nse 1 know it...is very easy
for- a person to miscOUht, by a..sMall nut ber, the growth rings on atree, but that it is very unlikely that A person's miscounting could
account for the large difference repott d in the first two statements.
Hence, while it is likely that the first two statements are in error by
a small amount, it IA unlikely that they are in error by as much as
the difference between the two counts.. So, even if the first two
statements were 'found incorrect and corrected, the statement based
upon the revised statements would likely be the same as the third
statement is now.. Heiice, the third statement is more reliable than thefirst two..

12. The list of prinCiples 1 give -are. based upoti.; t he list given by Ennis
--( I-962) and conversations h him -and other members' of-the Illinois

Rational Thinking Project. The main differences between Ennis' listand my list are: (I) I have included principles applying expiicitly to .

observations made using instruments; (ii) I have added some prin- -ciples dealing with the nature of the observation statement; and (iii)
I have made changes and additions in the list of principles dealing
with records of observations.
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